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Community Services Staff Safety

Whenever
change
elevates
risk to
staff!

Manage Your Changing
Work Environment
Nobody Goes to Work to

Get Hurt!

Community services agencies work
with people. Human behaviours can

be unpredictable at times. 

Formal hazard assessment can only
identify what might occur from a

high-level. Frontline staff are
continuously exposed to change,
change can introduce risk. Staff

safety must be considered on the
same level as client safety.

There are two types of
hazard assessments,

formal and site-specific. 

Let's look closer at client-
based, site-specific

hazard assessments.

Risk must be
assessed and

mitigated at the
frontline, as change

is introduced. 
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WHEN SHOULD
 THEY BE DONE...

Known History/
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Whenever
change
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Key Considerations

Does your agency's
processes allow for and

encourage the reporting of
minor incidents?

Are investigations
occurring? Do they result in

permanent change?

Are data and
reports being
analyzed for

trends and gaps?

Don't
overlook the
process due

to time/work
pressures

Don't take
chances with
your, or your
colleague's,

safety

Don't
minimize or
normalize
incidents,

they are the
precursors!

Don't treat an
incident as

your failure -
systems often

fail first

Don't

Protect yourself!
Your safety

matters - lock
yourself away if

needed. Recognizing when
to call for help

911, or back-up
when working

alone

Exercise
your rights

Obtain the
needed info -

don't be afraid to
ask the hard

questions - follow
"spidey senses"

Follow your
organization's

proceduresRecognize and
report program
deficiencies and
inadequacies -

speak up!

Report the small
stuff, and follow
up with a minor
incident report

(There is often a
history before)

Engage others;
subject matter

experts,
consultants

Document in
shift logs

pertinent client
information

Stay present in
your workday -

mind on task

Do
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